
 

 

Quatriola Ensemble is an artistic project born in 2014 from an idea of the former oboist Matteo 

Costanzi and the clarinetist Maria Rosaria Della Ragione. The idea was to create a unique blend of 

sounds by bringing together four woodwind instruments: Hobo, clarinet, flute and bassoon in all 

their possible combinations. The peculiar aspect of Quatriola Ensemble is their big range of 

repertoire and combinations between the four woodwind instruments.  

The repertoire is full of variety in style and settings: It goes from the early harmonic sonorities of 

Bach, to Gounod, Grieg, Bizet passing through  the classical Mozart, Brahms or Beethoven arriving 

to more modern composers like Bozza, Ibert or Elliot Carter. Quatriola also happily welcomes  

cooperations with contemporary composers. In 2017 the young Greek composer Fanis 

Zachopoulos has written and dedicated the composition “Shipyard III” for wind quartet and 

orchestra to Quatriola, the composition was performed in Utrecht the same year.    

During the years Quatriola which originally was founded by Matteo Costanzi, hobo, Gemma 

Tripiana, flute, Maria Rosaria Della Ragione, clarinet and Clara Alija, bassoon, has welcomed two 

new members: Federico Forla, hobo and Irene Ruiperez, flute. Currently, Quatriola sees Federico, 

Clara, Irene and Maria Rosaria being a very active ensemble in many settings and events. 

On one side the four musicians dedicates their music and performances to a more social and 

didactic aspect of music as they cooperate with Stichting Live Music Now and Stichting Muziek in 

Huis. Both stichtings have the goal of bringing music to a very special audience like elderly people, 

children with mental or physical disabilities, or rehabilitation centers. On the other side, they keep 

moving their creativity with projects in where more art fields are involved in one big performance.  

More informations on Quatriola’s next artistic project are available at 

www.quatriolaensemble.com or on the official facebook page (Quatriola Ensemble) and 

Instagram profile (Quatriola) of the ensemble.  

http://www.quatriolaensemble.com/

